Managed Services Provider (MSP) Program:
Facilitating and managing end-to-end vendor and contingent labor engagement(s)

About HealthTrust Workforce Solutions

HealthTrust Workforce Solutions (HWS), an affiliate of HealthTrust Purchasing Group and a wholly-owned subsidiary of HCA Healthcare, is the nation’s largest healthcare contract labor Managed Service Provider (MSP). It is also the largest float pool management/per diem staffing provider and is among the top ten largest healthcare staffing companies in the nation, according to Staffing Industry Analysts. We serve as an extension of HealthTrust Purchasing Group, providing contract labor procurement and management to health systems to include acute care (for profit, not for profit, faith based), LTACH, subacute care, assisted living, homecare and physician practices/clinics.

Our MSP Program Delivers

- End-to-end contingent labor, vendor and program management
- Complete visibility, reporting and metrics regarding contract labor utilization
- Industry-leading technology enablement
- Vendor contracting
- Resource identification and onboarding
- Credential and license verification/management
  - Utilization of state waivers as appropriate
- Compliance and governance
- Time capture/invoicing, vendor payment and consolidated billing

Manage Your Workforce

- Partner with the largest, vendor-neutral healthcare MSP in North America to leverage your spend as a result of our scale
- Access more than 700 of the healthcare staffing industry’s suppliers
- Operate within a 100% vendor funded, cost-neutral program model
- Realize an average 3-8% cost savings
- Reduce risk exposure from non-compliance by going beyond attestation through employment with our highest level of hands-on credential verification
- Benefit from facility preferred terms
Job Categories & Skill Mix

With the help of skilled recruiters, staffing supplier partners, leading technology sourcing, and our nationwide presence, we provide qualified clinical and non-clinical contract labor including:

**Job Categories:**
- W2
- Independent Contractor
- Statement of Work (SOW)
- IT and non-clinical professionals

**Assignment Types:**
- Contract (travel or per diem)
- 1099/ Independent Contractor
- Team-based or individual contracts

**Skill Mix:**
- Registered Nurses (RN- ICU, ER, etc.)
- Licensed Practical Nurses (LPN)
- Certified Nursing Assistants (CNA)
- Physicians & Locum Tenens
- Respiratory Therapists (RT)
- Allied Health Providers
- Interim leaders

- IT Professionals
- Clinical instructors
- Case Managers & Social Workers
- Non-clinical Healthcare Workers
- Environmental Services Workers
- Quality/CMS Compliance Professionals

HWS Clinical Operations

Our Clinical Operations team has aligned each of our client health systems and their clinical best practices. The team is committed to providing clinicians who exceed clinical expectations. The team provides:

- Clinical tools and education
- Support and issue resolution
- Assurance of clinician regulatory compliance
- Resource evaluation and vetting of skill competencies
- Evidence-based patient care

For questions, please contact:

Jeffrey Greenlund  
Vice-President, Strategic Accounts  
HealthTrust Workforce Solutions  
1000 Sawgrass Corp. Pkwy., 6th Floor  
Sunrise, FL 33323  
774.289.7517 • jeffrey.greenlund@healthtrustWS.com